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Abu-Ghazaleh inaugurates ASREN’s new offices and announces its
first Research for Innovation Network Operations Center in Amman
AMMAN - Following the successful
implementation of its first Point of Presence
(PoP) in London, the Arab States Research
and Education Network (ASREN) has now
implemented its first Network Operations
Center (NOC) in ASREN’s new offices at
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh University College
for Innovation (TAGUCI) in Amman.
ASREN now provides its members of
National Research and Education Networks
(NRENs) with NOC services to monitor and
manage international networks and border
gateway protocol for inter-domain peering
to ASREN and GÉANT PoPs. ASREN
team also offers online and offline support
to fix problems and resolve technical issues
with ticketing system.
The establishment of the Network Operations
Center came out as a result of cooperation
with the European GÉANT network within
the framework of the European Union’s cofunded project AfricaConnect3.

ASREN will continue to support its
member NRENs and will further work on
establishing Cloud Services and a Regional
Security Operations Center (SOC).
HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, Chairman
of ASREN further said: “We can now
provide our NREN communities with
advanced services and we plan to
provide more services in the very near
future, namely Cloud Services. We
always thank the European Union for
their generous co-funding and GÉANT
for their continuous support”.
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Cooperation Agreement between Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global and
Semanoor Regarding Smart Books, Curricula and TAG.Tech
Electronic Devices
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global has signed
a cooperation agreement with the Saudi
company, Semanoor, to cooperate in the
fields of smart books, curricula in digital
education and in the supply of electronic
devices to better enable education.
The agreement was signed by the Chairman
of TAG-Global’s Management Board Mr.
Salah Abu-Osbeh, and by Mr. Emad Fahd
Al Doghaither, CEO of Semanoor.
The cooperation aims to integrate electronic
books and smart curricula developed by
Semanoor, with digital devices designed
and produced by Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
Technology (TAG.Tech) a TAG.Global
company, in its factories in China, Egypt,
and Jordan; as well cooperate in joint
marketing worldwide.
Mr. Salah Abu-Osbeh mentioned that TAG.
Tech is proud of this cooperation that will be
implemented through its network of global
offices to reform education through digital
transformation by introducing a unique
range of educational devices powered by He concluded by saying that through this
innovative content from Semanoor.
cooperation he wants to contribute to the
implementation of modern education
He went onto mention that the agreement strategies globally, by providing a portable
serves the vision and objectives of the
electronic device to serve as an integrated
group’s chairman and founder, Dr. Talal
smart electronic book that combines on
Abu-Ghazaleh, in shifting from traditional
device applications with content from the
education to modern learning and contributing
to the digital transformation of learning cloud, including leveraging technologies
platforms and applications in the education such as virtual and augmented reality.
sector across the Arab region and the world.

Mr. Al Doghaither expressed his pride
in cooperating with the TAG.Global,
especially as the two parties seek to achieve
the same goals to develop education,
training and electronic publishing on an
international level.

Through this, all actors in the educational
process
would
benefit,
including
governmental and private institutions,
schools, universities, training centers,
teachers, students, researchers, publishers
and authors in the fields of education and
training in all languages of the world.
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The fourth series of TAGTech smartphones ‘Abu-Ghazaleh for
Technology’ Introduces TAG-Phone SPECIAL
AMMAN – Talal Abu-Ghazaleh for
Technology (TAGTech), a member
of Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG.
Global);
specialized in information
and communication technology field,
announced the launch of the fourth series
of its smartphones for the year 2021
(TAG-Phone SPECIAL) designed and
manufactured with higher specifications at
affordable and competitive prices.
The newly-manufactured TAG-Phone
SPECIAL was designed at TAGTech
factories in China with improved
international specifications, updating the
previous versions, by specialized experts in
the field of manufacturing and development.
TAG-Phone SPECIAL, that is characterized
by its high specifications and potentials will
be available at competitive prices in order
to provide a distinctive use experience.
It comes comes with 6GB RAM, 128GB
storage capacity that can be expanded and
a MediaTek P60 Octa core processor for a
faster performance, in addition to a 6.52inch HD screen with 16MP Front Camera
and 20MP Rear Camera. TAG-Phone
SPECIAL also comes with Dual Nano
SIM card and fast Charging Port, with the
operating system Android 11. The device
comes in brown color.
It is worth mentioning that TAGTech has
always been keen, since its establishment
in 2018, on offering its clients the latest
and most advanced technologies with
high-specs and competitive prices, with
the Company’s aim to provide its clienteles
with a comprehensive experience
comparable to that offered by other brands.

year warranty, at TAG.Global showrooms
and its large network of retailers, with
free delivery service to all governorates
in the Kingdom.
Moreover, the Phone will be launched later
on in the Arab region and worldwide.
The Talal Abu-Ghazaleh for Technology
(TAGTech)
started
manufacturing
electronic devices, in its factories in
China and Egypt by Jordanian experts
in the manufacturing and technological
production field, which reached up to 15
devices so far, including laptops, tablets
and smartphones, offered in more than
50-locations worldwide.

For further information about TAGTech,
TAG-Phone SPECIAL device is available please visit the website:
in Jordan at JD160; tax included with one www.tagtech.global
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CONTACT US:

For inquiries please contact Mr. Mohammad Abu-Murry - TAG-ITI
Executive Director on the following numbers:
Tel: (0962 - 6) 5100900
Fax: (0962 - 6) 5100901
Website: www.tagiti.com
Email: mabumurry@tagorg.com

